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EDITING 

 

1. In fact the single sentence is enough to [a] 

framing in opinions about                        [b] 

us from others. Word are like arrows.     [c] 

Once out of our mouth, they can be        [d] 

brought back. Words chose may depict [e]  

politeness and sarcasm or even flatter.  [f]  

he was clever enough to understanding the relevance of the fact. 

2.Language may generate piece and                  [a] 

harmony and may as well breeds contempt       [b] 

and hatred. Language may creates beautiful     [c] 

 relations or even destroy closer                        [d] 

companionship. Such are the value of              [e] 

the words which we often careless                   [f] 

utter. 

3.We do not realise the impact word             [a] 

may cause. To speaking the right words       [b] 

 at the right time is very more important       [c]  

but more then that is to avoid speaking        [d] 

the wrong words at a most tempting            [e] 

 moment,are much more valuable.               [f] 
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4.We need not been scared of words          [a] 

and we may certainly be careful while        [b] 

speaking. You  need not be decorative or   [c] 

deliver sugar-coat utterances but               [d] 

we may sure be cautious. Language          [e] 

may lead to laurels and even brickbats.     [f] 

 

5.It’s best to be frank and outspoken                  [a] 

But at time we may be reserve and                    [b] 

quite. Language displays inner virtues               [c] 

and vices. Kind and encouraged words             [d] 

may brought enthusiasm whereas derogatory   [e] 

remarks might injure the person’s spirit.          [f] 

 

6.You must have heard of a famous           [a] 

proverb “As you sow, as shall you reap”.   [b] 

 So if you expect other to be kind, honest    [c] 

and humble in there speech then you also    [d] 

must reciprocate to the same manner.         [e] 

Value your words and words will value us. [f] 

7.The peddlar stolen thirty kronors [a] 

And escaped through the path [b] 

That leads to a forest. By then he was [c] 

Quiet hungry and he started searching [d] 
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For a shelter for the night. He sees [e] 

A iron mill and went inside to have [f] 

A look.  

8.The people inside didn’t looked [a] 

Friendly. Gathered courage, he asked [b] 

To a shelter for the night. The owner [c] 

Of the iron mill arrived and mistake [d] 

The peddler as his once lost friends. [e] 

The peddler didn’t said anything and [f] 

Went with the owner to his home. 

 

 

 

9.Douglas has a misadventure in his [a] 

Past which had brought on him a fear[b] 

for water. He had to sacrifice all the water[c] 

Sports. He decided to take the help of a [d] 

Instructor. His will power made him learnt[e] 

Swimming soon. The help of an instructor[f] 

Also proved beneficial. 

10.Sophie wished to fulfil all his dreams of[a] 

A luxurious life she had dreamt off. She[b] 

Wanted to realise these desires by simply[c] 

Dreaming. She forgot that she had to been[d] 
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Practical in life. She was so lost with her[e] 

Dreams that she lost touch from reality.[f] 

11.Hobbies play a important role in today’s[a] 

Modern stressful life. Any hobby act as a[b] 

 medium to recreation. It breaks the [c] 

Monotony of routined life and brings[d] 

Freshness. Hobbies can be of several type.[e] 

But they have a great important in life.[f] 

12. Whenever you hear somebody harp   (a)  ___ 

about how ‘hard work’ is a key to success,             (b)  ___ 

 don’t let that faze us. Yes, you do need             (c)  ___  

to work hard in order to success in               (d)  ___ 

 achieving your goal, but it’s all with the               (e)  ___ 

eye of the worker. Its all relative.                 (f)  ___ 
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